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Summary

Flows based on either coupling or autoregressive transforms offer exact

density evaluation and sampling, but rely on the parameterization of an

easily invertible elementwise transformation, whose choice determines the

flexibility of these models.

We propose a fully-differentiable module based on monotonic

rational-quadratic splines, which enhances the flexibility of both coupling

and autoregressive transforms while retaining analytic invertibility.

We demonstrate that neural spline flows improve density estimation,

variational inference, and generative modeling of images.

Normalizing flows
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A normalizing flow models data x as the output of an invertible, differentiable

transformation f of noise u, where u ∼ π(u).
The probability density of x under the flow is obtained by a change of

variables:
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The transformation f must be sufficiently flexible to model complex densities,

but remain invertible with tractable Jacobian determinant.

Flows are often constructed by stacking a series of invertible neural network

modules.

Coupling transforms
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Coupling transforms have a tractable Jacobian determinant, and can be

inverted exactly in a single pass.

The function gθ is an elementwise transformation, often taken to be additive

or affine.

Coupling transforms are a special case of autoregressive transforms where we

perform two splits of the data instead of D. Thus, any advances in coupling

transforms can be applied to autoregressive transforms, and vice versa.

Rational-quadratic splines
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We parameterize gθ as a flexible

monotonic function with analytic

inverse using rational-quadratic

splines.

Outside a fixed range, we define gθ

as the identity, relieving some of

the issues with previous models in

the literature.

Using just two coupling layers,

rational-quadratic transforms can

model challenging synthetic

datasets:

Data Density Samples

Neural spline flows
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Single flow step

Neural spline flows are formed by stacking steps which alternate invertible

linear transformations with invertible elementwise spline transformations.

Tabular density estimation

Takeaway: Flows with spline-based coupling transforms advance

state-of-the-art in 4 of 5 tasks, and results are on par or better than

best-known autoregressive flows.

Variational autoencoders

(a) MNIST (b) EMNIST-letters

Takeaway: Flows with spline-based transforms can act as flexible posterior or

prior distributions in VAEs, and will likely excel when latent-space modeling

capacity is a bottleneck.

Generative modeling of images

(a) CIFAR-10 (b) ImageNet64

Takeaway: Flows with spline-based coupling transforms can reduce parameter

count by almost an order of magnitude in Glow-like models, while retaining

competitive performance.
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